WEST BENGAL STATE COUNCIL FOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Date: 20.11.2020

NOTICE
This is for information of all concerned that 10thphase online counseling will be conducted to fill up
the remaining vacant seats of the Govt. ITIs. The seat matrix of vacant seats will be published on
21.11.2020 on the website.
Schedule and criteria for the same will be as follows:
th

10 phases of online counseling:

Choice filling: Fresh choice filling will be sought from the willing candidates of M group on

24.11.2020 from11.00 A.M to 02.00 P.M for filling up remaining vacant seats after 9th phase
of counseling. A pre counseling programme for the prospective candidates through physical and/or
virtual meeting shall be held on 24.11.20. Interested candidates are advised to report at the Govt. ITI
nearest to his/her residence. Principal will conduct an awareness session from 10.00 am to 12.00 and
allow them to visit the workshops they are interested for admission.
Then the candidates will be assisted to make choice from the same ITI set up from 12.00 to 2.00pm.
On the same day an online counseling shall be conducted and allotment shall be issued within
5.00pm. Allotted candidates shall be allowed to pay fees etc online within midnight.

Criteria: Compulsory admission clause for all candidates getting seats in the 10thphase Seat
Allotment to be published on 24.11.2020.
a) It is compulsory for the Candidates who are getting seat allotment in 10thphase and
subsequent phases to take admission in allotted seats by payment of fees.
b) If any allotted candidate does not take admission, She/he will not get any further seat
allotment or chance of choice filling in this year.
c) Already admitted candidates are not eligible to participate in this phase of counseling.
Important Dates: The date of choice filling is 24.11.2020 from 11.00 A.M to 02.00 P.M
The result of 10thphase allotment will be published on 24.11.2020 (After noon).
Allotted candidates of the 10thphase online counseling will have to get themselves admitted on
24.11.2020 by payment of fees within midnight.

11thphase of online counseling:
Choice filling: Fresh choice filling will be sought from the willing candidates of M group on

26.11.2020 from 11.00 A.M to 02.00 P.M for filling up remaining vacant seats after 10th
phase of counseling. A pre counseling programme for the prospective candidates through physical
and/or virtual meeting shall be held on 26.11.20. Interested candidates are advised to report at the
Govt ITI nearest to his/her residence. Principals will conduct an awareness session from 10.00 am to
12.00 and allow them to visit the workshops they are interested for admission.

Then the candidates will be assisted to make choice from the same ITI set up from 12.00 to 2.00pm.
On the same day 11th phase of online counseling shall be conducted and allotment shall be issued
within 5.00pm. Allotted candidates shall be allowed to pay fees etc online within 12.00 midnight.

Criteria: Compulsory admission clause for all candidates getting seats in the 11thphase Seat
Allotment to be published on 26.11.2020.
a) It is compulsory for the Candidates who are getting seat allotment in 11thphase and
subsequent phases to take admission in allotted seats by payment of fees.
b) If any allotted candidate does not take admission She/he will not get any further seat
allotment or chance of choice filling in this year.
c) Already admitted candidates are not eligible to participate in this phase of counseling.
Important Dates: The last date of choice filling is 26.11.2020 from 11.00 A.M to 02.00 P.M
The result of 11thphase allotment will be published on 26.11.2020 (After noon).
Allotted candidates of the 11thphase online counseling will have to get themselves admitted between
26.11.2020 by payment of fees within midnight.

Secretary, WBSCVT

